With the fast growth of wind power penetration, power systems need additional flexibility to cope with wind power ramping. Several electricity markets have established requirements for flexible ramping capacity (FRC) reserves. This paper addresses two crucial issues that have rarely been discussed in the literature: 1) how to characterize wind power ramping under different forecast values and 2) how to achieve a reasonable tradeoff between operational risks and FRC costs. Regarding the first issue, this paper proposes a concept of conditional distributions of wind power ramping, which is empirically verified by using simulation and real-world data. For the second issue, this paper develops an adjustable chance-constrained approach to optimally allocate FRC reserves. Equivalent tractable forms of the original problem are devised to improve computational efficiency. Tests carried out on a modified IEEE 118-bus system demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method.
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Linear map function transforming power injections into line power. I NTEGRATING a large amount of wind power into power systems is a crucial, albeit challenging, issue. Variations of wind power within a short period, known as "wind power ramping" [1] , may exhaust reserves, consequently cause undesirable load shedding and/or wind spillage, and increase operational risks/costs of power systems. In this context, much effort has been devoted to two key topics: characterizing wind power ramping and developing appropriate methods that can mitigate the detrimental effects of ramping.
A. Literature Review 1) Modeling Wind Power Ramping: In order to model wind power ramping, an optimal detection technique has been proposed to identify ramping events from data series [2] . Aiming at a similar purpose, swinging-door algorithms [3] - [5] have been developed for ramping-event detection and prediction. Further, a neural-network-based method has been proposed for forecasting and generating ramping scenarios [6] . A comprehensive review on this topic can be found in [7] . When a number of ramping events are detected from historical data or simulated by numerical approaches, distributions of wind power ramping can be obtained by statistics. Interestingly, according to the results in [2] , [6] , [8] , and [9] , wind power ramping does not follow a Gaussian distribution.
For modeling non-Gaussian random variables, various types of probabilistic distributions have been studied in the literature. In [10] , Beta distribution is suggested to model non-Gaussian wind power forecast errors. In a relevant study [11] , a mixture distribution of Beta distribution and Dirac delta function is proposed. In [12] , Lin et al. state that t-location distribution can perform better than other distributions in characterizing skewed and heavy-tailed random variables. In order to achieve higher modeling accuracy, many authors suggest to use distributions with more adjustable parameters. For example, "Versatile distribution" with three adjustable parameters appears to be a better representation for forecast errors than Beta/Gaussian distributions with two parameters [13] . Following a similar idea, a time-varying Gamma-like distribution, whose parameters are updated periodically, is used in [14] to model non-Gaussian forecast errors. While these distributions have been utilized to model non-Gaussian wind power forecast errors, their applicability to ramping models has not been well verified.
Although significant progress of modeling uncertainty has been made [2]- [14] , the following two questions need to be further investigated: 1) Given an effective forecasting tool, different forecast ramping values can imply different chances of ramping events. For example, a small forecast ramping value indicates a good chance of a small-magnitude ramping event, and vice versa. This fact motivates researchers to characterize wind power ramping under different forecast values. In this regard, the first question is how to model conditional distributions of wind power ramping with respect to different forecast values? 2) To incorporate conditional distributions of wind power ramping into unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED), the second question is how to choose an appropriate form of the conditional distribution that can facilitate the decision-making for UC and ED? 2) Allocating FRC Reserves: Currently, with the goal of coping with wind power ramping, the FRC allocation has been considered in generation schedules and/or the market clearing process. In CAISO, FRC products are launched in the real-time (RT) market [15] . In MISO, FRC products are procured for both the RT and day-ahead markets [16] . In industrial practice and in the literature, there are several commonly used approaches to allocate FRC.
In CAISO and MISO, operators schedule FRC reserves to cover a fixed portion (97.5% or 99%) of ramping uncertainty [15] , [16] . A drawback of these approaches is that fixed requirements are either so strict that FRC reserves are overcommitted with concomitant high costs, or so lax that undercommitted FRC reserves may not cope with possible wind power ramping events. In [17] , a scenario-based stochastic real-time unit commitment method is proposed to evaluate FRC market design. The scenario-based method can convert the stochastic optimization problem into a deterministic one. However, a major issue is that the deterministic programming model could turn out to be intractable as the sample size becomes very large. Compared with the scenario-based approaches, robust optimization has an advantage in computational tractability. In [18] , a robust optimization framework was established to address the deliverability issue of FRC. Since robust optimization is usually focused on the worst-case scenario, it may cause high costs.
Chance-constrained programming (CCP) provides a promising alternative to deal with uncertainties [19] - [29] by allowing violation of constraints within a tolerable probability, say, 5%. In [19] , a tractable chance-constrained ED is presented. First, the uncertainties of multiple wind farms are assumed to be Gaussian and independent from each other. Then, the chance-constrained transmission line limits are converted into a set of second-order cone inequalities. As a result, the original problem is converted into a second-order cone programming problem, which can be solved efficiently. A drawback of [19] is that the Gaussian assumption of uncertainties may cause inaccuracy in the modeling and optimal solutions. In related studies [20] - [22] , various uncertainties in power system operation are modeled by Gaussian distributions. For example, in [20] , wind power forecast errors are assumed to be Gaussian, so that linear chance constraints can be transformed into second-order cone constraints. Similar approaches are applied in [21] and [22] to cope with stochastic load and renewable generation. Extending the work of [19] , Lubin et al. [23] developed a robust chance-constrained method, where the mean and variance of a Gaussian distribution are not fixed, but lie within a given uncertainty set. As wind power ramping is inherently non-Gaussian, the Gaussian-based methods [19] - [23] may not directly apply.
Although CCP with Gaussian distributions has been fully studied in the literature, works on non-Gaussian cases are not adequate yet. Because algebraic operation (such as arithmetic addition) for non-Gaussian correlated random variables is very complex, chance-constraints with those random variables do not have tractable forms in general cases. In [24] , a discreteconvolution-based approach is proposed, under the condition that random variables are independent. In [25] , chance constraints with correlated uncertainty are approximated using a number of scenarios. In a relevant study [26] , a conservative convex approximation for chance constraints in AC optimal power flow (OPF) is obtained via sample averaging. In [27] , chance constraints are handled using big-M method. Since these approaches [25] - [27] do not have analytical formulae, they appear to be not efficient enough. In [28] , a distributionally robust optimization method is developed, which guarantees that chance constraints can hold for arbitrary distributions if theirs mean and covariance are within an ellipsoid and a cone, respectively. Thereafter, the original problem is reformulated as a semidefinite program (SDP) or an SOCP, and solved efficiently. In [29] , the distributionally robust idea has been further developed to incorporate transmission limits within lower and upper bounds simultaneously. As optimal solutions of distributionally robust optimization are obtained at the "worst-case" distribution, the results may be conservative.
Although significant progress has been described in the literature [19] - [29] , a common drawback of these CCP methods is that the tolerable violation probabilities, i.e., confidence levels, of chance constraints are fixed. Usually, they are predefined values, e.g., 5%. A small confidence level may cause high costs, while a large value increases operational risks. Unfortunately, how to appropriately select confidence levels for chance constraints remains an open question.
B. Contributions
As mentioned previously, there is little research that addresses the modeling of conditional wind power ramping and the balancing of risks and FRC costs in generation scheduling. To close this gap, this paper studies a risk-adjustable FRC allocation approach. Its main contributions are threefold:
To close this gap, this paper studies a risk-adjustable FRC allocation approach. Its main contributions are threefold: 1) In terms of problem formulation, the FRC allocation problem is formulated as an adjustable chance-constrained optimization model with potential losses. Confidence levels of chance constraints can be optimized. With this optimization model, a reasonable trade-off between FRC reserve costs and potential losses due to wind spillage/load shedding can be achieved. 2) In uncertainty modeling, a GMM-based probabilistic distribution for wind power ramping is proposed. This model can characterize the stochastic nature of conditional wind power ramping more accurately than commonly-used distributions, e.g., Gaussian, t-location, and Beta distributions. 3) For the solution methodology, adjustable chance constraints are converted into a set of linear inequalities. Analytical formulae for potential losses are derived. As a consequence, an equivalent tractable form for the original problem can be obtained.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the problem formulation. In Section III, conditional distributions of wind power ramping are detailed. In Section IV, a solution methodology for the original problem is discussed. In Section V, the test results are presented. Section VI draws conclusions, with a discussion of limitations.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section provides the formulation of the FRC allocation problem. First, three concepts are introduced. They are the net load ramping, adjustable chance constraints, and potential losses. Then, the objective function is defined, followed by a description of constraints. Possible extensions and a general compact form for the optimization model are discussed. Finally, challenges of the problem are pointed out.
A. Net Load Ramping
Net load is defined as the total load demand minus the aggregated wind power:
Net load ramping is defined as follows:
This definition is used in ED by CAISO [9] and MISO [10] . In this paper, it is assumed that wind power is random, while the load demand is deterministic. This assumption is justified as follows. Usually, wind power uncertainty could be 25-40% of the installed capacity, which is non-negligible. Compared with wind power forecasting, load forecasting is much more accurate. Therefore, the load demand is assumed to be known and deterministic.
B. Adjustable Chance Constraints
FRC requirements are formulated as chance constraints:
Equations (3) and (4) indicate that there is a (1 − α) chance that the net load ramping can be covered by the scheduled FRC reserves. In the literature [19] - [27] , the confidence level α is a small fixed number, e.g., 5%. However, fixed confidence levels suffer from several problems: 1) A small α may lead to a very high control cost. Worse still, a small α may result in infeasibility of the problem. 2) Determining the value of α depends on personal experience. A lower α leads to a more secure system, while resulting in a higher economic cost. In fact, operators don't know what value of α is optimal regarding either security or economy. There is no standard to follow. To solve these problems, the concept of "adjustable chance constraint" is proposed, which is defined as follows:
An adjustable chance constraint means the confidence level α is not a predefined parameter, but a decision variable.
An optimization problem with adjustable chance constraints is to find optimal confidence levels α and other decision variables with which the objective function is minimal.
To optimally determine the confidence levels, the costs caused by violations of chance constraints should be quantified. To this end, a concept of potential losses is introduced below.
C. Potential Losses
A potential loss refers to the expected penalty for violations of chance constraints. Take the chance constraint of (3) as an example. The PDF of net load ramping is shown in Fig. 1 . The chance constraint ( (3)) indicates that there is α chance that the up ramping requirement is not satisfied. If so, load shedding is activated. In this case, the potential loss is understood as an expected penalty for load shedding.
Denote the
The potential loss is computed as follows:
is the inverse CDF of ΔND i+1 i . Similar results can be obtained for the chance constraint of (4). If down ramping reserves are not sufficient, a portion of the wind power should be curtailed. In this case, the potential loss is understood as a expected penalty for wind spillage, i.e.,
D. Objective Function
The objective function consists of two terms: deterministic control costs and potential losses.
The optimization problem aims to find optimal control actions (r up g,i , r dn g,i , p g,i ) and confidence levels α. When an optimal solution is found, there is no incentive to increase or decrease the value of α because either action will deteriorate the objective function. At this point, α is the optimal confidence level.
E. Deterministic Constraints
To focus the FRC issue, other constraints are formulated as deterministic ones. They are listed as follows.
1) Power Balance Equation:
2) Transmission Limits:
3) Ramping Capacity Limits:
4) Power Output Limits:
5) Generation Movement Between Periods:
F. Possible Modeling Extensions 1) Different Ramping Intervals: According to (2), ramping refers to a power variation between the period i and the next period i+1, i.e., the ramping interval is 1. In CAISO, the ramping interval may assume multiple values, say, 1, 2, and 3 [15] . In this case, the ramping definition (2) is modified as follows:
If (18) is adopted, ramping capacity requirements ( (3) and (4)) should be modified accordingly.
2) Extension to Zonal Reserve Requirements: Constraints (3) and (4) only enforce the aggregated net load ramping. Sometimes, there is more wind power in this zone while there is less in another zone. To address this issue, some ISOs require that FRC reserves be allocated zone by zone [31] , [32] . A modification of constraints (5) and (6) for zonal reserve requirements is provided in Appendix A.
3) Extension to transmission Limit Chance Constraints: When transmission congestion is considered, line limits (13) can be modified as adjustable chance constraints. A detailed discussion is provided in Appendix A.
G. General Compact Form
For brevity, a general compact form for the problem described in (2) through (17) is given as follows:
Bu ≤ c 12)). Equation (21) represents the linear inequalities of (13)- (17) . When the chance-constrained FRC requirements are considered, (22) represents (3) and (4). Z has two entries, ΔND i+1 i and −ΔND i+1 i . D k is a two-dimensional vector consisting of 1 and 0. When transmission limits are considered, (22) represents the FRC requirements ((3), (4)) and the chance-constrained transmission limits ((49), (50)) in Appendix A. Z represents the net load ramping in (3) and (4) and wind power in (49) and (50) . The entries of D k and C k associated with net load ramping are 1 and 0, while the entries associated with wind power are generation shift factors.
H. Challenges
In solving the problem defined by (19)-(23), there are three major challenges:
First, an appropriate model of net load/wind power ramping is needed. Here, "appropriate" means that the model can accurately characterize the stochastic nature of ramping, and can be easily incorporated into the problem ((19)-(23)).
Second, since the adjustable chance constraints cannot be directly computed by commercial solvers, they must be converted to equivalent tractable forms, e.g., linear inequalities.
Third, during an iterative solution of (19)-(23), potential losses, as well as their derivatives, should be computed efficiently.
III. CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WIND POWER RAMPING

A. Benefits of Conditional Models
Before details of conditional wind power ramping models are given, an example is provided in Fig. 2 to show the benefits of using conditional models in decision-making.
Suppose that there are two random variables, ΔX and ΔY. They follow a bivariate norm distribution, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The unconditional distribution of ΔX, regardless of ΔY, is shown as the black curve in Fig. 2(b) . The unconditional distribution is also known as a marginal distribution of ΔX. The black curve indicates that ΔX ranges from −3.0 to 3.0.
Suppose that ΔY is known and equal to 1.0. Then, a conditional distribution of ΔX with respect to ΔY = 1 is obtained, which is shown as the red curve in Figs. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) . The red curve indicates that ΔX ranges from −0.3 to 2.0.
When the unconditional distribution is used in an ED, an operator has to schedule 3.0 MW up reserves and 3.0 MW down reserves to cope with a possible realization of ΔX. As a comparison, when the conditional distribution ΔX|ΔY = 1 is used, only 2.0 MW down reserves and 0.3 MW up reserves are needed. From this example, it can be seen that the conditional model leads to a lower reserve cost than the unconditional one.
In the following, let Y denote the forecast wind power, X denote the actual wind power, ΔY denote the forecast wind power ramping, and ΔX denote the actual wind power ramping.
Currently, many ISOs have wind power forecasting tools, which can produce forecast values of wind power in advance. That is, Y and ΔY are known. From the forecast information of Y and ΔY, a conditional model of wind power ramping ΔX|ΔY, as well as the net load ramping, can be obtained. Details are provided below.
B. Modeling Wind Power With Gaussian Mixture Model
Let a random variable X i denote the actual wind power output in period i, and Y i denote the corresponding forecast value. Then, two random vectors, X and Y, for actual outputs/forecasts over I periods are defined as follows:
The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is adopted to represent a joint distribution of [X T Y T ] T because the GMM is able to accurately characterize non-Gaussian correlated random variables [33] - [35] . A GMM is defined as follows:
When historical [X T Y T ] T data are available, the parameter set of a GMM, Γ = {ω m , μ m , σ m | m = 1,. . . ,M }, can be obtained off-line by the maximum likelihood estimation technique. This paper uses an off-the-shelf solver, gmdistribution.fit, in MATLAB to estimate parameters. Standard guidelines for the GMM and the parameter estimation are available in [33] - [35] .
C. From Wind Power to Its Ramping
Similarly to the net load ramping definition in (2), the actual wind power ramping ΔX and the corresponding ramping forecasts ΔY are defined as follows:
where
According to the "linear invariance" in Appendix B, the distribution of [ΔX T ΔY T ] T can be computed as follows:
The distribution of [ΔX T ΔY T ] T has a GMM form.
D. Conditional Distribution of Wind Power Ramping
For clarity, let Υμ m , and Υσ m Υ T be reshaped as follows:
If [ΔX T ΔY T ] T is a GMM, which it is, then the conditional distribution of ΔX with respect to ΔY = Δy can be computed shown below [36] . This is also a GMM: 
Denote the net load ramping by Z. According to the net load ramping definitions in (1)-(2),
where the ith element of H represents the deterministic load ramping, i.e.,
Once the conditional distribution of wind power ramping is obtained, a conditional distribution of the net load ramping can be computed via (38) , which is a GMM:
ΔX|ΔY, and Z|ΔY are GMMs.
Remark 2: The proposed modeling method considers the aggregated wind power and its ramping. When the chanceconstrained zonal reserve requirements and transmission limits are considered, conditional distributions for multiple wind farms are needed. The proposed modeling method should be modified. A detailed discussion is provided in Appendix C.
Remark 3: If the net load ramping is defined not by (2), but by (18) , the matrix in (29) should be modified accordingly. Equations (30)-(38) are still applicable.
IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
A. Tractable Forms of Adjustable Chance Constraints
With careful derivations, the adjustable chance constraint of (22) is converted into an equivalent form:
Note that icdf (α k ) is a nonlinear function of α k , which makes the original problem intractable. This paper uses icdf (1 − α k ) as a new decision variable to substitute for α k , i.e.,
Thereafter, the adjustable chance constraint is converted into a linear inequality:
During an iterative solution of the problem, there is no need to compute α k . When the iterative solution terminates, one can use the optimal β k and (40) to find the optimal confidence level α k . A prior task is computing the distribution of D T k Z. Note that Z is modeled by a GMM, shown in (38) . D k represents a linear transformation. According to Appendix B, D T k Z is a GMM, whose distribution can be computed. Therefore, the optimal confidence level α k can be obtained.
B. Computation of Potential Losses
To compute the integral term in the objective function, Proposition 1 is proposed (a proof is provided in Appendix D).
Proposition 1: if the random vector Z is a GMM, then the integral term in the objective function is computed as follows:
where μ m , σ m, Φ m (·), N m (·) are explained in Appendix D.
During an iterative solution, one needs to know the first order derivatives of the objective function. On the basis of Proposition 1, the first order derivatives of the integral terms with respect to β k are computed as follows:
As D T k Z is a GMM, the cdf(·) in (42) (43) can be computed. Many methods [37] - [39] adopt Copulas to model random variable Z. As entries of Z are usually correlated, the "convolution technique" does not apply. Consequently, Copula-based methods cannot compute distributions of D T k Z. In some studies [40] , [41] , the numerical integral technique or piecewise linear functions are used to compute integral terms of the objective function. In order to achieve high accuracy, integral terms are truncated into many segments. As a result, these two methods are not computationally efficient. In contrast, the method proposed here provides an analytical solution. In this regard, the method is more efficient.
C. Comparison to Relevant Research
1) The GMM has been used in [33] , [34] , and [42] to model uncertainties. This paper differs from these studies in two respects. First, in [34] and [42] , a GMM is used to represent a univariate PDF of wind power. In contrast, this paper models a joint PDF of multiple random variables. Second, the method of modeling conditional wind power ramping is not reported in [33] , [34] , or [42] . 2) In [40] , Wang et al. combine chance-constrained programming and goal programming to optimize a risk-adjustable UC problem. As the authors of [40] adopt the Gaussian assumption of wind power and the piecewise linearization technique to compute the integral terms, this paper is significantly different from [40] . 3) Compared with the present authors' previous work [43] , this paper has three improvements. First, this paper not only models wind power, but also characterizes conditional wind power ramping. Second, by using a fixed confidence level, [43] suffers from the problems that are discussed in Section II-B above. In this paper, the confidence level is adjustable. As a result, the proposed method can automatically achieve a trade-off between economy and risks. Third, the analytical method to compute the potential losses, i.e., the integral terms, is not reported in [43] . These three improvements constitute the major contributions of this paper.
V. CASE STUDY
A. Data Information
The historical wind power data used in this paper is from the "eastern wind integration data set" of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [44] . The data records consist of hourly actual wind power outputs and their forecast values. The forecast values are produced using the Weather Research and Forecasting model [45] . There are three forecasting lead time horizons: next-day, 6-hour, and 4-hour. We use the 4-hour ahead data because the proposed method is used for an ED. The data of 2004-2005 are used as a training set, while the data of 2006 are used as a test set. For demonstration purposes, the number of periods, I, is 4. This is a typical time scale for an ED, in which FRC reserves are scheduled. Generation schedules are implemented in "look-ahead dispatch" manner, i.e., only decisions for the first period will be implemented while others are abandoned. to extract the empirical distribution of ΔX conditioned on Δy * . This paper adopts Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to quantify the fitting performance of different models. A definition of RMSE can be found in [46] . The test results of PDF curves are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the GMMs match well with empirical distributions. According to Fig. 4 , the GMM method has the lowest RMSEs, indicating that the GMM can better represent conditional wind power ramping than the other three models.
Similar tests were also conducted on CDF curves. The RMSEs of CDFs are shown in Fig. 5 . The CDF test results coincide with the PDF results, indicating that the GMM outperforms the other three distributions.
From Fig. 3 , it can be observed that conditional distributions of wind power ramping are quite different under different forecasts. When the forecasts of wind power ramping increase, the left half-planes of the conditional PDF curves shrink, while the right ones expand.
2) Sensitivity Analysis on GMM Component Size: Usually, a GMM with a small component size may not fairly represent uncertainties. Meanwhile, a large size may reflect overfitting. To determine the GMM component size, this paper computes two indices of a GMM with different component sizes. They are the likelihood function value [47] and average RMSE of PDFs within the 9 bins. The test results are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that with 15 components, there is no need to increase the component size, as there is no significant change in the likelihood function value or the average RMSE. That is to say, the fitting performance of the GMM cannot be drastically improved if the component size continues to increase. Therefore, a GMM with 15 components is an appropriate representation for the data series.
3) Test Results With BPA Data: In addition to the NREL data, which are simulation data, the proposed method was tested with real data from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The dates of the BPA data range from January 1, 2016 to December 30, 2016 . The test results are provided in Appendix E. It can be seen that the GMM still achieves a satisfactory modeling performance.
C. Results of Optimal Allocation of FRC
The proposed method is tested on a modified IEEE 118-bus system, parameters of which are provided in [48] . There are ten wind farms, each with a capacity of 100 MW. The ten sites are chosen from NREL data series. Their IDs are 3978, 4094, Fig. 7 . FRC reserves and confidence levels. 4208, 4209, 4241, 4429, 4468, 4605, 4703, and 4734. The ten wind farms are located near 89 degrees west longitude and 41 degrees north latitude. The wind penetration with respect to base load in the IEEE 118-bus system is set at 27%, with a base load of 3668 MW. Penalty coefficients of wind spillage/load shedding ($5/MW) are 5 times higher than FRC cost coefficients ($1/MW).
All tests are implemented on a PC with a Core-i5 2.39-GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. The coding environment is MATLAB 2013a. The solver is fmincon with embedded interior-point algorithm.
In the following, a one-month simulation test of the proposed adjustable FRC allocation method is conducted. The indices of the overall performance are computed.
1) Comparison With Fixed Chance Constraints:
The purposed of this subsection is to demonstrate that the proposed adjustable chance constraints can benefit the reserve allocation strategy. The proposed adjustable method is compared with a fixed chance-constrained optimization model in which the confidence levels α are 5% (in short, it is called the fixed method). Both methods use GMM-based conditional distributions of wind power ramping.
As illustrative examples, the test results for 12 hours are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. From Fig. 7 , the proposed method attains optimal confidence levels α ranging from 5% to 20%, and schedules fewer FRC reserves than the fixed method. According to Fig. 8 , compared with the fixed method, the adjustable method has higher potential losses over the 12 periods, but always attains a much lower total cost of the FRC reserve cost and potential loss.
The results of a one-month simulation test are listed in Table I . Compared with the adjustable method, the fixed method has a much higher FRC cost as well as total cost. Such results indicate that the predefined 5% confidence levels are quite conservative. When the confidence levels are determined by the adjustable method, a better FRC allocation solution with a lower total cost is obtained.
The time cost for solving a 4-hour FRC allocation problem is 7.87 s.
2) Comparison With Other Methods: The proposed method is compared with four methods in the literature, which are briefly described in Table II.  TABLE II  DESCRIPTION OF DIFFERENT METHODS   Methods  Descriptions   1 This method is from [49] . FRC reserves are 20% of wind generation installed capacities. 2 This method is from [19] . Distributions of ramping are Gaussian. Confidence levels α are 5%. 3 This method combines [19] and [50] . Conditional distributions of ramping are Beta [50] . Confidence levels α are 5%. 4
This method is from [40] . Uncertainties are modeled by Gaussian distributions. Confidence levels are adjustable. Cost indices of the overall performance for the five methods are provided in Table III . Four results are obtained: 1) Method 1 schedules the most FRC reserves, resulting in the least wind spillage and load shedding. However, it has the highest total cost. That is, method 1 is not as economical as the other four methods. 2) Compared with the fixed method 2, the proposed adjustable method results in more wind spillage and load shedding. However, it entails a lower FRC reserve cost (52% decrement). Overall, the proposed method reduces the total cost (40% decrement). Compared with method 3, the proposed method also attains a lower total cost (33% decrement). From the results, the proposed method outperforms the fixed chance-constrained methods 2 and 3. 3) Compared with the adjustable method 4 with Gaussian distributions, the proposed method with the GMM-based conditional distributions entails a lower FRC reserve cost (19% decrement), fewer penalties (20% and 7% decrements), and a lower total cost (18% decrement). Such results indicate that the conditional GMM is a more accurate model of ramping uncertainties than the Gaussian distribution. 4) Among the five methods, the proposed method has the lowest total cost. This demonstrates that the adjustable approach with the GMM-based conditional distributions can achieve a better overall performance than the other four.
Proposed Conditional GMMs and adjustable confidence levels
3) Sensitivity Analysis: a) Penalty coefficients:
In this test, penalty coefficients for wind spillage and load shedding increase gradually from $0.5/MW to $10/MW. FRC reserve cost coefficients remain at $1/MW. With the different penalty coefficients, the optimal confidence levels and reserves are computed. The test results are shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that when the penalty coefficients increase, the FRC reserves increase while the confidence levels α k decrease from 0.45 to 0.08. As a result, there is less wind spillage and load shedding. This test shows that the proposed method is able to adjust itself to avoid high penalties.
b) Component size: This paper also computes the objective function values with different GMM component sizes. The test results are shown in Fig. 10 . When the component number is over 5, the objective function values do not change significantly. According to the average RMSE in Fig. 6 , it is indicated that a GMM with 15 components is accurate enough for modeling wind power ramping. Combining the sensitivity analysis results in Figs. 6 and 10, this paper suggests that a GMM with 15 components is suitable for the uncertainty modeling and FRC allocation problem.
D. Discussion on Multi-Timescale Power System Operations
Currently, the FRC has not only been used in real-time ED (RTED), but also in real-time UC (RTUC) and day-ahead UC (DAUC) [51] . This will require a multi-timescale wind ramping model. Based on the proposed GMM method, the model can be obtained as follows.
Let X denote the actual wind power. Let Y DAUC , Y RTUC and Y RTED denote the forecast values of X in DAUC, RTUC and RTED, respectively. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 11 . Let an aggregated random vector Y represent
T is represented by a GMM, shown in (26) . It is worth mentioning that the dimension of X remains at I, while the dimension of Y increases from I to 3I. 
Based on the "linear invariance", a joint distribution of [X T Y T DAUC ] T is obtained as follows:
Once the joint distribution is obtained, one can use (27)- (35) to compute a conditional distribution of ΔX|ΔY DAUC , and feed the conditional distribution to DAUC. In RTUC and RTED, following a similar procedure, one can obtain conditional distributions of ΔX|ΔY RTUC and ΔX|ΔY RTED .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses two important issues: modeling conditional wind power ramping and allocating FRC by an adjustable chance-constrained approach. With the proposed method, it is convenient to construct conditional distributions of wind power ramping under different forecast values. The adjustable chanceconstrained approach is able to determine optimal confidence levels of chance constraints, improving the overall performance of an ED with FRC requirements.
The proposed method has two limitations: 1) The proposed method needs sufficient historical data to estimate the parameters of a GMM. However, data are lacking for some newly built wind farms. In this case, the method is not applicable. A potential solution is to utilize nearby datasets and the Bayesian inference technique [52] to estimate parameters. 2) The proposed method is not implemented in a distributed manner. As the power system decision-making may evolve from a centralized mode to a decentralized mode [53] , [54] , future work will entail developing a distributed version of the proposed method.
APPENDIX A POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
1) Zonal Reserve Requirements
Denote the net load ramping of the jth zone by ΔND i+1 i (j):
Adjustable chance constraints of the jth zonal reserves are formulated as follows:
The corresponding potential losses are similar to (6), (7) .
2) Transmission Line Limits
Pr 
Suppose that the congestion penalty depends on a fixed coefficient [40] . That is, if the line power is larger than the line limit by an amount ΔP l , the congestion penalty cost is λ con ΔP l . Define the weighted aggregation of multiple wind power by:
Thereafter, the potential loss due to congestion is 
where pdf p W , l i is PDF of p W,l i and pdf −p W , l i is PDF of −p W,l i . [43] Suppose that a random vector X is distributed by a GMM:
APPENDIX B LINEAR INVARIANCE OF GMM
The distribution of a linear transformationX = DX is:
Equations (54) and (55) hold, regardless of whether entries of X are correlated or not.
APPENDIX C CONDITIONAL MODELS FOR MULTIPLE WIND FARMS
When zonal reserves are considered, a conditional model of ΔX|ΔY for multiple wind farms is needed.
Suppose there are W wind farms. Let X denote the power outputs of multiple wind farms, and Y denote the forecast values: X = [X 1,1 · · · X 1,I · · · X w ,1 · · · X w ,I · · · X W,1 · · · X W,I ] T (56) Y = [Y 1,1 · · · Y 1,I · · · Y w ,1 · · · Y w ,I · · · Y W,1 · · · Y W,I ] T (57)
For the multiple wind farm case, the derivations to obtain a conditional distribution of ΔX|ΔY are similar to (24)- (35) . The only difference is that the linear transformation matrix Υ should be modified as follows: 
Υ=
